
 
LIFE

 
Aaron Paul is a multi-talented 

 
singer, songwriter, author, host, model and fashionista,

 
whose illustrious career spans three decades on two continents.

 
 Aaron’s gift for music announced itself at an early age and by his teenage years, he 
had assembled a local group which performed all over his native London, UK. Aaron 
was eventually discovered by the legendary Simon Cowell, who brought him into the 
teen sensation boyband Worlds Apart as its lead frontman. The group skyrocketed to 

worldwide fame, making Aaron and his bandmates household names. 
 

After performing with Worlds Apart for several years, Aaron emigrated to New York 
City to pursue his music career. Aaron reinvented himself as a critically-acclaimed 
solo artist, fashion celebrity host, media personality which gave him the honor to 

fulfill his duty as Us Weekly Magazine Fashion Cop. In 2018, Aaron reached stunning 
new heights when he performed at world-famous, historic venue 

Carnegie Hall in New York City. 
 

Aaron has completed his final touches on his latest album, DANCE, which features 
duets with legendary Hip-Hop / TV pioneer Doctor Dre and New York celebrated 
nightlife and media columnist Michael Musto. DANCE Album is expected to be 

released in 01/2019.
 

MUSIC
Aaron’s contemporary discography showcases his talents as a vocalist, songwriter 

and producer. His singles and albums enjoy widespread popularity, both at home in 
the US and far abroad. Aaron’s breakout chart-buster, I Don’t Care, 

was a worldwide 
#1 hit.
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Today, his latest EP collection, 
DANCE

 to be released in 01/2019, includes a hot new duet with Village Voice icon Michael 
Musto. Aaron also works with international artists, as he did in 2017 with UK-based 

rocker Simon Bradshaw of Roja and WeatheredMan, 
producing the song and music video Hand In My Pocket, on both sides of the 

Atlantic.
Aaron continues to compose and record in his unique, inimitable style, delighting 
audiences everywhere with his electrifying, provocative tracks that speak to the 

mind as well as the heart.  A socially aware artist, Aaron has addressed issues of the 
day, including homophobia, racism, and terrorism, with his signature hit, Every Life 
Matters, featuring film star Tym Moss and drag queen Honey Davenport. A portion 

of the song’s proceeds was given to the OnePULSE Foundation, which helps 
survivors of the Pulse nightclub massacre and their families.

 
FASHIONABLE & FIERCE

 
Aaron is also a highly sought-after host for various run-way shows during New York 

Fashion Week, where his eye-catching ensembles, live performances, and stage 
presence captivate audiences at such major events as Small Boutique Fashion 
Week and World Fashion Parade.  Aaron graces the runway with his customary 
grandeur, as fashion industry professionals, media, and models converge on the 
Big Apple from all over the globe. Aaron’s expertise as a host and stylist enabled 

him to earn his badge as one of Us Weekly’s Fashion Cops, critiquing the best (and 
worst) celebrity attire at gala happenings like the Grammys and Oscars. Appearing 
alongside today’s top names in music, film, and TV, Aaron and the Fashion Police 

are trendsetters in contemporary apparel and standard-bearers of style.
Aaron’s extensive experience as a fashionista has prepared him well for this 

marquee role at the cutting edge of modern vogue.

For additional information please visit  www.aaronpaulmusic.com
/EPK   /contact   or contact

Aaron Paul via mailto: apmusicandproductions@gmail.com
 Thank you.
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